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ABSTRACT 
A formula of Barnett type relating the Bezoutian B(f, g) to the Hankel matrix 
H(g/f) is extended to rectangular Bezoutians. The proof is based on an interesting 
relation between the family of all Hankel matrices corresponding to the Markov 
parameters of g/f and the infinite companion matrix corresponding to f. 
INTRODUCTION 
A formula due to Bamett [l] m ak es it possible to factor the Bezoutian 
B( f, g) as follows: 
here C is the companion matrix of $ This factorization is based on the 
reduction formula 
W,%(d) = B(f,g)C. 
An analogous reduction formula may also be easily proved for Hankel 
matrices: 
As a consequence it is possible to obtain an identity relating B( f, g) and 
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H(g/f) as follows. (The matrices are n by n, the degree of f is n, and g is a 
polynomial of degree less than n.) Since 
and 
H i i _: =B(f,l)_‘, 
we may write 
B(f,g)=B(f,l)g(C)=B(f,l)g(C)H ; B(f,l) ( i 
=B(fJ)H $ ~(f,l). 1 i
As an application of this formula it is possible [3] to express the inverse of an 
invertible Hankel matrix as a Bezoutian. In the present note we extend this 
formula to nonsquare Bezoutians. 
1. THE INFINITE COMPANION 
Consider a polynomial f of degree n written in the form 
f(z)= -((a,+a,z+ ... +a&-‘)-tz”. 
The companion matrix C(f) of f is 
‘0 1 0 ... 0 \ 
0 0 1 ... 0 
C(f) = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 ... 1 
\a, a1 a2 a n-1 
We denote by R(f) the family of all infinite sequences 
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which satisfy the recurrence relation 
x r+ll =a,x,+a,x,+,+ ... fan-,x,+.-, 
for r = 0,1,2,. . . . 
The family R(f) is a linear space of dimension n. 
The infinite companion matrix Coo(f) has n columns numbered 0, 1, . . . , 
n - 1 and an infinite number of rows 0, 1,2,. . with the following properties 
(each of which is characteristic): 
(1) the jth column of Cm(f) is the element of R(f) whose initial 
conditions are 0,. . . ,O, LO,. . . ,O, the 1 in the j th place; 
(2) if r > n, then the rth row of CX( f) is the linear combination of the n 
preceding ones with coefficients a,, a,, . . . , a,_ 1; 
(3) the rth row of Cm(f) consists of the coefficients of the remainder 
obtained upon dividing xT by f(x); 
(4) for any operator A satisfying f(A) = 0 and any r = 0, 1,2,. . 
n-l 
A’= c (P(f)),& 
s = 0 
(5) given any r=0,1,2 ,..., the matrix consisting of the n consecutive 
rows of Cm(f) starting with the rth row equals C(f)‘. 
The infinite companion matrix was introduced by the author [6] in order 
to find the solution of a maximum problem. For explicit expressions for the 
entries in terms of the coefficients of f and in terms of its roots, as well as for 
further properties of Cm(f), see [7, 81. 
We have seen in (1) that the columns cj of Cm(f) form a natural basis of 
R(f). If x is the element of R(f) whose initial conditions are ma, m i, . . . , m, _ I 
then 
x=m,c,+ ... +m,_,c,_,, 
in vector form 
x = P( f)m, 
where m=(m,,m,,..., m,_l)T. If M” is an arbitrary infinity by n matrix 
whose columns are elements of R(f), it follows that MM = Cm( f)M, where 
M is the matrix formed by the first n rows of M”. The matrix Mm appears 
thus as a natural extension of its “initial condition” M. 
Let us consider now a particular case of such an extension. Suppose we 
are given another polynomial g of degree less than n such that the quotient 
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gf- ’ has a formal expansion 
g(x) -= so+s’+sz+ . . . . 
f(x) x x2 x3 
The sequence of Markov parameters sa, si, s2,. . . clearly belongs to R(f), 
and so does any sequence of the form sk, sk+i, skt2,. . . . It follows that the 
infinity by n Hankel matrix 
sg Sl ... S,_l 
s, s2 . ‘. s, 
H, = 82 s3 ... Sri+++ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sk sk+l “’ Sk+n-l 
,................. 
1 
may be obtained as the product P’(f)H, where H is the n by n Hankel 
matrix 
1 
so Sl ..’ S,_l 
H = . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 
S,_l s, ... SZn-2 I 
We shall formulate this fact as a lemma. The p by n Hankel matrix 
corresponding to gf- ‘, 
so Sl *-- s,-1 
Sl s2 . ‘. s, 
will be denoted by H,,(g/f). The p by n matrix consisting of the first p 
rows of P(f) will be denoted by C,(f). We have thus (see also [9]) 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose f is a polynomial of degree n, and g a polynomial 
of degree smuller than n. If p is a positive integer, then 
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Proof. We have seen above that this formula holds for p > n. Since 
C,(f) reduces to a projection matrix if p < n, the formula remains valid even 
in this case. n 
One consequence of property (5) is of particular importance for our 
considerations: postmultiplication of Cm(f) by C(f) amounts to the same as 
deleting the 0th row and pushing the rest of P(f) one row up. In other 
words 
for all t = 0,1,2,. . . and all k = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1. We shall use this fact in the 
following form: 
for r>O, saOandO<j<n-1. 
LEMMA 1.2. If h is a polynomial and t an integer, then module f, 
n-l 
h(z)zt= C (Cm(f)h(C(f)))tjZj. 
j=l 
Proof. If h is the polynomial 
h(z) = 12, + h,z + . . . + h,z”, 
we obtain, using the formula above, 
h(+= i: hrzt+’ 
= c 4 c (C’=Tf ))t+r, jzj 
r=O j=O 
0 n-1 
= C C hr(C”(f)C(f)‘)tjzj 
r=O j=O 
n-l 
= C (C@‘(f )h(C(f )))tjzj 
modulo f. 
j=O 
n 
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Since we intend to work with generating functions, the following conven- 
tion turns out to be convenient. Coordinates of vectors will be numbered from 
0 to n - 1, and a corresponding convention will be adopted as regards indices 
of matrix entries. 
2. RECTANGULAR BEZOUTIANS 
Following G. Heinig and K. Rost [2] we shall consider four polynomials 
a,, a2, b,, b, such that 
dega,= m, degb,<m, 
dega, = n, degb,<n, 
a,b, = b,a,. 
We denote by B,,Ja,, a2, b,, b,) the m by n matrix for which 
The classical Bezoutian B(f, g) appears as the particular case where 
a,=a,=f, b,=b,=g d an m = n. The classical Bezoutian is a symmetric 
matrix; in the general case, we have clearly 
Bnm(a2,al, b , b,) = Bm,(al, a2, bl, b21T. 
We intend to extend to the rectangular case a formula which relates the 
Bezoutian of a pair of polynomials and the Hankel matrix corresponding to 
their quotient. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The relation connecting the rectangular Bezoutian and 
the corresponding rectangular Hankel is 
B,,,(aI, a2, b,, b,) = B(a,, 1)H,,(w)B(a2, l), 
where w is the quotient 
bl b2 
w=-_=-* 
Ql a2 
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Proof. For simplicity, we assume that both polynomials a 1 and a2 are 
manic polynomials; there is no loss of generality. For brevity we write B 
instead of &a,,~,, b,, b,). 
Using the identity 
it is possible to express the generating function of B, modulo u,(z), in the 
form 
i=O k=O k = 0 
where 
e,(z) = fl+fiz+ ... +z”-l, 
ek(Z) i fk+l+ . . . + .zn-k-l, 
e,_,(z)= 1, 
the f, being the coefficients of 
u,(z)= f,+f1z+ ... +zn. 
Clearly 
I en \ (1 ’ 
el 
=B(u,,I) ” . 
e \ n-l \ 
z”-l 
I 
Thus 
n-l n-l 
B(z,W) = c wkb,(z) c B(u,>l),,zt 
k=O t=0 
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module a I. Using formula 1.2 for f = a I, we obtain 
n-l n-l 111 ~ 1 
B( z, w, = kCoWk C B(a2,1)kt C (Cm(ul>bl(C(a,))),jzj, 
t=o j=O 
in other words 
Bjk=(B(az,l)C,(a,)b,(C(a,)))kj, 
so that 
B = b,(C)TC,TB(a,,l) 
WqC,TB(q,, 1) 
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